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Off-color humor has propelled adult animation into its Golden Age. The success of this genre
has prompted media studios to begin developing original series for subscription video-on-demand
services. The technology used for these over the top (OTT) streaming services have improved to the
point that providers have begun developing cloud-based gaming. These improvements, along with
developments in rendering systems, have made it possible to create interactive media across both
video and gaming platforms using similar assets. This document will detail the successes of adult
animation and the proposal for more interactive narrative media within this category. Accompanying
the text will be a procedural material library fitting within the theme and style of adult animation.
In recent years media studios have been adapting to tools for a fully procedural texture creation
workflow. The focus will be on the creation and implementation of a base material library, as well
as examine the benefits and capabilities of said materials across multiple entertainment industries.
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In 1987, our family got an IBM 286 from Radio Shack with 640Kb of RAM, a 32mb hard
disk, running MS-DOS (windows 2.0 was an extra ninety-nine dollars). It was powerful enough to
run some 5.25” floppy bootable video games. It was those early years of the personal computer that
game development began to take off with the introduction of video graphics and color monitors.
Before graphical immprovements, video games were not as a immersive as they are today. Because
of this, games relied heavily on narrative. A genre of games would emerge from this called point
and click adventure games, many featuring adult themes and innuendos.
My fondest memories of playing video games would come from greats such as Leisure Suit
Larry, which has you controlling Larry as he attempts to persuade women to sleep with him. Other
memorable games of this genre would include classics like Monkey Island, which follows Guybrush
as he navigates his way around fictional islands of the Caribbean to become a pirate. This game was
targeted to a younger audience but did include moments like the classic “is that a banana in your
pocket, or are you just happy to see me.” It is this kind of off-color humor and narrative storytelling
that has made this game genre so memorable.
Around the same time that these games were in their heyday, adult animation was finding
its foothold in television entertainment with productions such as The Simpsons and South Park.
Similarly to adventure games, I enjoyed the off-color humor that was prevalent in these series.
Adult animation would take a while to find its true audience. It was not until networks like Adult
Swim on the Cartoon Network and subscription video on demand services like Netflix would start
targeting this niche market.
This decade has also brought us a New Space Race, another inspiration of mine. As of June
2020, Space X has already privatized space travel with the launch of humans to the International
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Space Station and reinvigorated the public’s interest. The media industry has capitalized on this
with several successful adult animation series based on sci-fi themes, including Rick and Morty
and Solar Opposites. Likewise, in the last five years, there have been at least twenty releases or
in-production sci-based video games.
Advances in streaming video and cloud gaming have allowed for the development of inter-
active media across these two entertainment industries. Because of these developments and popular
themes, I feel like it is time that we see the production of an off-color humor, sci-themed, stylized
interactive narrative, similar to that of an adult animation series. This content could be in the form
of a video game or interactive series. That is why I am proposing Probe, about an alien’s crash
landing to Earth and his determination to save his offspring. It will be the basis for a material
library that could be used to texture assets across both media platforms.
v
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In the last decade, adult animation has amassed mainstream attention and popularity. The
themes and styles that have garnered success in the television industry from shows such as Family
Guy (1999 -), Big Mouth (2017 - ) and South Park (1997 - ) have not seen the same success
in the video game industry. While game franchises such as Leisure Suit Larry (1987-2009) have
received mild success, they remain relatively underground hits in their niche market. Contrastingly,
the entertainment industry has gained a new appreciation for the sci-fi genre, propelled by pop
culture’s fascination with the 21st century Space Race. In the last five years, there has been a large
influx of triple-A studios producing sci-fi games such as The Outer Worlds (2019), Cyberpunk 2077
(2020), and Starfield (est. 2021). The lack of representation of mature themes and new garnered
appreciation for the sci-fi genre has inspired me to create a material library for a hypothetical
interative narrative. Probe revolves around an alien’s crash landing on Earth with a spaceship full
of offspring and finding out that the only safe place to incubate them is inside the human anus.
Off-color humor and scatological humor incorporates vulgar elements such as bodily func-
tions, sex, gender, violence to shock and surprise an audience, and has a long history in media back
to such work as William Shakespeare’s plays and The Canterbury Tales. More recently, subversive
humor was popularized by comedians of the late ’60s and ’70s, such as a Lenny Bruce and Redd
Foxx. In its time, this comedy was not for everyone, and the medium of standup did not reach or
attract the majority. Innovators, though, will always be looked at as outsiders, at first.
The Simpsons (1989 - ) became one of the first mainstream televised adult animation series
incorporating off-color humor. It followed the situational sitcom comedy genre popular in the early
90s. The stylistic choice of animation allowed the writers to deal with topics outside the bounds of
live-action sitcoms at the time, popularizing the series.
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The video game industry has a very similar history with adult humor, but with a reversed
timeline. Due to the limitations of technology at the time, in the earlier ’80s and mid-’90s, video
games relied heavily on narrative, many with mature themes. As the game industry focused on a
drive to realism and immersion, the stories that were told became more about plausible simulated
realities. This aesthetic of full immersion and current popularity of the modern space race has
resulted in a plethora of sci-fi themed games. However, the game industry has neglected to see the
recent popularity of adult animation as a theme and monetize it. On the other hand, the success of
adult animation has prompted the development of several series for subscription video-on-demand
services. New advances in technology and game engine design provide the perfect vehicle for an
interactive transmedia cloud-based, off-color narratives.
This paper investigates the themes and successes of off-color and scatological humor in video
games and adult animation, how popular culture affects the current atmosphere of games being pro-
duced, new technological advances in streamable media that promote this genre, and the creation
of a proposed procedural material library as a conceptual piece for transmedia interactive content.
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Chapter 2
Off-Color and Scatological Humor
Off-color and scatological humor covers a wide array of comedic genres that deal with
subjects of sex, violence, race, gender, and toilet humor. Some may consider this genre of comedy as
tasteless or immature. Still, there is an enduring appeal that has made it the theme of schoolyard
antics, fictional militaristic strategies, playwright William Shakespeare, the controversial subject
of stand-up comedians, and the modern insurgence of adult animation. For this analysis, I will
be focusing on toilet humor or scatological humor, which is a subsect of off-color humor. It has a
familiarity that everyone can relate to. That is not to discredit the other subjects of off-color humor;
they are all just as prevalent in history.
2.1 Fascination with Farts and other Flatulent Facts
The consensus behind the philosophy of what makes a good joke is typically one that induces
laughter when no one sees it coming, also known as the incongruity theory of humor. There are
multiple variations, but the overall idea is generally accepted as the prominent theory of humor in
philosophy. The concept first originated in the Rhetoric by Aristotle. In his discussion on the power
of the metaphor, Aristotle describes that best joke as one that delivers a twist, but still provides the
audience with a plausible resolution. [137]
The structure of joke-telling is similar to that of storytelling; there is an introduction, a
narrative, and a conclusion, typically referred to as a punchline. This form of joke-telling is used by
comedians today and old. According to poet Paul MacDonald, the oldest known joke comes from
an ancient Sumerian (1900 BC) text and is scatological in form.
“Something which has never occurred since time immemorial;
a young woman did [not] fart in her husband’s [embrace] .”
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The introduction and narrative of the above joke frame it by proposing an action that has
never occurred before. On the other hand, the listener is racking their brain to find a reasonable
solution to the question. Unexpectedly the joke teller responds with the punchline, something
completely out of the ordinary, but still possible. Though the delivery and verbiage may not induce
laughter, the structure and theme are still as relevant today as they were in ancient Sumer. [10]
The incongruity theory mentions laughter as its determinate of what is humorous or not,
but laughter is also a function of time, place, and social circumstances. “If a tree falls in the forest
and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound; Even though this phase is used to raise
questions about a person’s perception, it can also be applied to our laugh patterns. According to
Hugh McLachlan, Professor of Applied Philosophy, Glasgow Caledonian University, “Funny jokes
[can still be] as humorous [. . . ], just as beautiful paintings would still retain beauty even if we were
all blind.” [91]
“You don’t have to be smart to laugh at farts, but you have to be
stupid not to.” Comedian Louis C.K. explains, “Farts are - You
know, farts come out of your [butt] and they make a [. . . ]
trumpet sound. That [. . . ] smelling gas comes out of your [butt],
and it makes a toot sound. What [. . . ] is not funny about that?
It’s perfect it’s a perfect joke. It has all the elements.” [109]
By nature, we intuitively understand off-color and scatological humor, because regardless
of where you are from, your gender, or your age, we have all had our bodies do strange things. In
their book Poop Culture: How America is Shaped by Its Grossest National Product, authors Dave
Praeger and Paul Provenza further expand this theory, “scatological humor [. . . ] invokes the disgust
surrounding the body’s waste products for laughs. That laugh is an act of rebellion.” It is this
act of rebellion that demonstrates that the produced outcome is not expected as a social norm.
People laugh at toilet humor because it is presented in situations where it is not expected. People
expect a small child to state, “I pooped my pants,” on the other hand, they don’t expect that same
phrase coming from an adult. Dave Praeger and Paul Provenza devise, “To reject [the norm], you’re
rebelling against the potty-training instilled foundations of the rules of society.” [96]
It is no wonder that one of the best selling children’s book is about this gastrointestinal
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phenomenon. Everyone Poops, by Taro Gomi, first found success in Japan in 1978, before being
published by Kane/Miller. Actual sales results show readers being split between adults and children.
With bold, highly stylistic artwork juxtaposed against an origami paper background depicting an
elephant and a mouse with their appropriately proportioned fecal matter, is written, “An elephant
makes a big poop. A mouse takes a tiny poop.” Every page-turning moment depicts another animal,
even us, in the most vulnerable of positions, taking poops. It’s uncomfortable but familiar and
unexpected. This niche in the children book market has launched a plethora of imitators that have
also found success, notably Walter the Farting Dog. Released in 2001, Walter the Farting Dog,
follows around the protagonist Walter as he thwarts the exploits of two unfortunate burglars, who
happen to have a peculiar disdain for his gaseous exhaust. The success of Walter and his poor
digestive tract has spawned multiple sequels, a movie deal, and an action figure. [96]
Figure 2.1: A spread from Taro Gomi’s book Everyone Poops [43]
Another Japanese masterpiece, a predecessor to Everyone Poops, produced during the Eno
Period (1603-1868), is a set of scrolls created to depict a great fart battle. Referred to as ’He-Gassen’
or The Fart Fight, these scrolls show combatants farting on each other. Some defend with wafting
fans and shields. One scroll shows a bag of farts being released, and even a cat got caught into
the mix. Some historians theorize they depict xenophobic sentiment to the recent exposure of the
once-isolated Japan. [52]
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Figure 2.2: He-Gassen Scrolls, Digitized by Waseda University Library [53]
Although the scrolls document a fictional account, degrading a foreign intruder with a toot
is nothing new to the annals of time. In 570 BC, the ancient Greek historian Herodotus, often
referred to as ’The Father of History,’ documented a gaseous exchange that started a war. A Greek
ruler residing in North Africa, by the name of Apries, disrespected an Egyptian ruler, Amasis, by
sending a gastronomical wind the way of his messenger. When he returned without Apries in tow and
presented his message, he was promptly removed of his ears and nose. Amasis marched his Egyptian
army to Northern Africa and dispatched Apries of his command at the cost of ten thousand men.
Amasis showed leniency and imprisoned Apries. But at the disdain of his people, he was forced to
hand him over to his subjects who subsequently strangled him into the history books. [95]
Off-color and scatological satire has also found its way into classical English literature. The
playwright William Shakespeare tended to name the enemies of his works with some vulgarity,
among them, Richard Scittbagge, Ernald Pokestrong, John Strokelady, John Pricklehard, and the
renown Pompey Bum. The social sensibility as regards to indecency and obscenity of the 17th and
18th century was different than that of today. During these times, public sanitation was poor. Open
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sewer drains were running down the street, overflowing with human waste. London most certainly,
at this time, would have smelled of sewage. It was not until 1848 that the Publish Health Act was
passed to address these issues. Because of the lack of sanitation, the lexicon mirrored environment; as
such, the literature and humor of the time featured a plethora of off-color and scatological references.
Critics of such humor tend to condemn its representation, but the satire that is used is no different
than the way it would be portrayed by today’s media. The representation is still dirty and negative.
[110]
Figure 2.3: Print dedicated to the London Water depicting the sanitation of The Thames River, 1828 [55]
In the United States, one hundred and fifty years later, the norms have changed and become
more sensible. Because of obscenity laws in the ’60s, comedians such as Lenny Bruce were considered
too subversive for the main stage and had to perform in underground clubs. Bruce shot to notoriety
when he was arrested and later acquitted for using the word ”cocksucker” at the Jazz Workshop in
San Francisco. A word that a century earlier Shakespeare may have used for a villain’s surname.
Ironically enough, two years later, Lenny Bruce was banned from entering the United Kingdom.
Redd Foxx would eventually popularize this form of humor with television shows like Sandford and
Son and The Redd Foxx Comedy Hour. Once it was able to reach a boarder audience, it was deemed




Off-color humor has remained historically and culturally relevant from ancient Sumerian
to modern-day comedians. This subject has been translated into multiple formats such as ancient
papaya, Japanese scrolls, children’s books, famous English literature, and modern-day adult anima-
tion. With the ever-growing popularity of adult animation centralized around this comedic genre,
other media types will begin to adopt this theme.
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Chapter 3
The Golden Age of Adult Animation
Off-color humor has long been ingrained into our literary and historical cultures. With the
modern era in full swing, our sense for the tasteless has not dwindled. The medium that has seen
the most success with this genre of comedy is adult animation with shows such as Family Guy, South
Park, Big Mouth, and The Simpsons. With the newfound popularity of adult animated series, a new
distribution and monetization method has been adopted, subscription video-on-demand services.
3.1 The Success of Adult Animation
In 1989 Matt Groening created the first massively successful adult animation series, The
Simpsons, about a bright yellow dysfunctional family. The show, while groundbreaking, followed
the traditional comedic sitcom formula of the era – a group of loveable, relatable characters – In
situations that do not change – but allow for the unpredictable. This was the formula for broadcast
television during the sitcom era that saw its peak in the early 2000s. Alex Hirsch, the creator of the
Disney series Gravity Falls, explains that “ever since The Simpsons came out, adult animation has
basically been an arms race of different ways to copy [them].” [19]
Figure 3.1: The Simpson family from the series by Matt Groening [46]
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In the last several years, adult animation has reached its Golden Age. The diversity of the
genre allows creators and writers to push the boundaries of the form through the flexibility of the
medium. There are a handful of shows that followed and expanded on the success of The Simpsons.
The most well known is Fox’s Family Guy, a sitcom that follows the Griffins in the fictional city of
Quahog. The show is known for its quick, no limitation, physically impossible, dark humor gags that
could not be reproduced with live-action. Similarly, Comedy Central’s South Park debuted in 1997,
piggybacking the success of The Simpsons. The show follows four boys and their mischief exploits
in a small snow-covered Colorado town. The show is known for its profanity and off-color humor
and is typically produced and ready for television is less than a week. Most live-action sitcoms take
months to film and cut. The quick turn around time allows the creators of the show to deal with
subjects that are hot topics and current events. A more contemporary example, Big Mouth, which
airs on Netflix, revolves around a group of middle school kids as they deal with puberty. It can only
be described as a raunchy animated version of Boy Meets World. The show provides the viewer with
a sense of disbelief, while discussing a subject that may be too sensitive if it was packaged as a live
action sitcom.
Figure 3.2: Family Guy (1999- ) [76] — South Park (1997- ) [93] — Big Mouth (2017- ) [90]
But no network has reigned supreme like Cartoon Network. They have taken this formula
and perfected it with its late-night alter ego, Adult Swim. While most basic cable networks have
been losing their prime audience of eighteen to thirty-five-year-olds, Adult Swim has been captur-
ing their attention with animation based, comedy heavy programming. In just the last ten years
alone, the network was ranked number one among this demographic across the entirety of the day.
This represents a considerable shift in the genre, style, and theme that are being consumed by
audiences. [64]
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Figure 3.3: Adult Animated Series Currently in Production as of 2020 [32]
3.2 Monetization of Adult Animation
The success of adult animation is in part to how viewers are accessing it. Media and en-
tertainment companies can cater to specific individual tastes through subscription video on demand
services. SVODs refers to video services such as Netflix, Hulu, and Disney + that customers must
subscribe to access the content. It differs between broadcast television or linear TV in multiple ways.
Subscription services allow the consumer more accessibility to content, because it is not slotted for
a specific time. With broadcast television, the viewer must watch the show at the time it is allotted,
and it must adhere to the strict 22-minute format with commercials. SVODs have the flexibility to
purchase programming or create content that embodies the narrative without having to sacrifice or
condense the story for time’s sake.
By covering all the multiple niches for their vast subscription base, SVODs spend a lot
of money on programming. At the same time, a linear broadcast station can focus on a handful
of productions that appeal to their specific audience. Thier limited catalog of shows are offset by
advertising dollar. However, Zenith Publicis Agency, in a recent ad expenditure article, states that
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Figure 3.4: Upcoming Adult Animated Series Based on Platform [32]
linear television will see zero growth in advertising revenue through 2023. According to Zenith, fifty
percent of advertising dollars are now going to digital platforms, with additional spending increasing
at a rate of 4.6 percent annually across all media. Low viewership numbers have caused the decline
in advertising dollar. In 2019 half of all-American households are now consuming media content via
streaming services, spending at least eighty-four minutes a day watching online videos. This has
caused linear television networks to start charging more to advertisers to adjust for the dwindling
numbers of viewers. The increased cost of advertising has priced out many brands that once were
seen on broadcast networks. This is especially the case overseas where SVODs have gained more
traction than linear broadcast even to the point of overpassing them. The growth revenue of SVODs
will hit 23.7 billion dollars by 2023, increasing at a rate of 63 percent, according to PwC Global
Entertainment and Media Outlook.
This is a double-edged sword for advertisers. SVODs have taken away viewers from lin-
ear television, which has caused a drop in potential revenue per hour of watched content. With
subscription-based video services, there are a lot fewer opportunities for fitting in eight minutes of
ad content throughout an episode. Most SVODs like Netflix and Disney+ do not advertise and rely
strictly on subscriptions for revenue. Some streaming services such as Hulu are subscription-based
with the option of paying more for ad-free service. On the other hand, Tubi, a non-subscription
based service, is fully ad-supported. While advertisers are looking for additional digital platforms
to expose their brands, streaming services are looking at how to utilize their current infrastructure
to monetize on missed profits. [34]
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Figure 3.5: Annual Growth 2018 - 2023 [98]
A big obstacle for adult animation is the marketability of merchandise. When studios pro-
duce or networks purchase kids’ animation, they are expecting a large portion of the revenue to come
from toys and branding opportunities. For example, My Little Pony, which was relaunched through
the Friendship is Magic children television series in 2010, reported retail sales of its merchandise
and licensing of 650 million dollars in 2013. Today the franchise, produced by Hasbro, has surpassed
one-billion-dollars in sales and accounts for twenty-three percent of Hasbro’s market value. This is
not the case for adult animation. Large franchises like Rick and Morty and South Park do have
merchandise and licensing agreements that are profitable, but most do not. The appeal of toys and
stuffed animals to their target market of eighteen to thirty-five-year-olds is minimal, if non-existent,
but this demographic is also the largest consumer of video games. The current developments in
cloud-gaming open opportunities for SVODs to explore interactive transmedia storytelling. [32]
3.3 Video Games on the Big Screen and Small Screen
Successes like Netflix’s animated adaptation of Konami’s video game franchise Castlevania,
in its third season, renewed for a fourth and the live-action series The Witcher, from CD Projekt Red,
renewed for a second season have prompted studios to begin production on video-game based content.
Bolstered by its three previous games, The Witcher became Netflix‘s largest original series based
on viewership. Not only did it have a considerable impact on subscriptions, but sales of CD Projekt
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Figure 3.6: Age of Video Game Players 2019 [45]
Red’s 2015 release of The Witcher Three: Wild Hunt increased over five hundred percent. [20] As
of 2019, there have been twenty-three released, announced, or in production Hollywood live-action
video game based movies. Compare this to years prior. From 1993 through 2018, there have only
been a total of thirty-three live-action Hollywood productions based on video games.
In 2019 Netflix made its E3 debut. They hosted a panel titled “Bringing Your Favorite
Shows to Life: Developing Netflix Originals into Video Games.” During the panel, Chris Lee, director
of interactive games at Netflix, discussed the recently release retro-style adventure game based on
The Stranger Things franchise. The committee also discussed a turn-based strategy tactics game of
the newly rebooted Dark Crystal franchise. [92] Netflix has had a history of delving into interactive
content. Most notably, Black Mirrors: Bandersnatch lets viewers interact with the film in a choose
your own adventure style movie. In 2018 there was talk surrounding Netflix’s development of a
cloud-based game using Microsoft’s Minecraft: Story Mode. Although it was more of an interactive
story, it did create the conversation of SVOD’s current infrastructure and the possibility of streaming
content other than video. [20]
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3.4 Chapter Summary
In part, adult animation’s success is due to over the air or subscription video-on-demand
services. These mostly commercial-free services offer a little bit of everything for all types of viewers.
While successfully attracting customers away from linear television, SVOD services have also lost
potential advertising dollars that sustained traditional broadcast TV. Therefore, subscription video
services have sought new income avenues, including video games and other interactive content. The
viewership for adult animation also happens to be the largest market targeted for video games,
potentially opening the door for media development around this genre.
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Chapter 4
Cloud Gaming and Transmedia Storytelling
Cloud gaming is currently in its infancy. With the recent developments and newly announced
platforms by Google and Amazon, it appears that cloud gaming will be a promising way to create
and distribute interactive media. Since adult animation is primarily released on subscription video-
on-demand services, it seems as though a likely transition for this genre and the development of
transmedia content.
4.1 What is Cloud Gaming?
Cloud gaming functions as a subscription-based service that will allow the user to access
a library of games. Similarly to video streaming services, cloud gaming will be accessible from a
wide range of devices regardless of hardware, which means a player does not have to worry as much
about the technical specifications of their equipment. As long as the gaming servers are upgraded
and maintained, the life expectancy of the user’s hardware could well outlast that of any gaming
console, computer, or mobile platform.
Currently, the way online games work is that every console has its version of the same event
that is happening across each individual’s machine. Hypothetically, if there is a game of twenty
people playing and one person performs an action, that action take place once for each of the twenty
players. That differs from cloud gaming, where the processes are happening remotely on the server.
They are still being processed once for each player, but when there is an interruption in connection
or rendering, instead of it being resolved from one console to another across a significant distance,
they would be resolved in a matter of seconds between servers in nearer proximity. Depending on
the type and complexity of the game, rendering may even happen simultaneously in one instance
on a single server versus a multitude of simulations. As technology improves, this may become the
default.
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Cloud gaming does face its own unique challenges. A player is not only watching a video, but
must also be able to interactively respond to that video with the lowest latency possible. Resolving
input lag or how quickly the game responds to the player actions is one of the largest obstacles facing
cloud gaming along with offering a new type of player experience to promote consumer adoption.
4.2 Advancements in Cloud Gaming
The companies that show the most potential of creating successful crossover media streaming
services are Google and Amazon. These two companies have already been heavily investing in
cloud services and video streaming platforms. In 2006, one year before the release of Netflix and
Hulu, Google purchased YouTube, a video streaming platform for 1.65 billion dollars. In the last
five years, Google has released a premium subscription-based version and began producing original
content. More notably, Google has invested heavily in cloud gaming with the release of Stadia Pro in
2019. The subscription-based service relies on members to pay a base fee and then purchase games
additionally. Stadia’s recent Click to Play demonstration showed the possibilities of integrated video
and game streaming. The user was able to watch a trailer for a video game and within the same web
browser have instant access to play it without the need to download any additional software. This
demonstrates what could be possible with video and game interactivity. As technology improves,
interactive media will be the new term to describe game and video content as the definitions blur.
Amazon also made their foray into SVODs in 2006 by offering Prime members the ability to
stream over five thousand licensed and original movies and television shows. They made a significant
internal investment in 2012 by creating a video game studio and later in 2014 by purchasing Double
Helix Games. Later that same year, Amazon would begin production on several original games, in-
clude a sci-fi based first-person shooter, Crucible, and a massive multiplayer fantasy game called New
World. But, Amazon’s full-throttle approach into acquisitions and original intellectual properties
(IPs) aren’t going to attract consumers away from their console. Benjy Boxer, Co-Founder of Parsec,
a cloud gaming service, states “For game streaming and cloud gaming to take off, game developers
and platforms need to embrace building new experiences that are only possible via streaming – only
when these experiences exist will we see a mass transition to the technology.” [83]
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In 2016 a user on the streaming platform, Twitch, created one of the first interactive cloud
gaming experiences with Twitch Plays Pokemon. Viewers of the stream could give commands via
chat to control the game character. In six days, over one million unique players logged in to complete
this single-player game. Because all the processing of the game happened remotely, this became one
of the first instances of a cloud-based massive interactive live event, or ”MILEs.” This new genre
differs from a traditional multiplayer game because the choices made by one player will always affect
that of another. Others on Twitch would go on to replicate the success of ’Twitch Plays Pokemon.’
Amazon would acquire Twitch later that year for 970 million dollars. As of 2020, it was released that
Amazon was working on a cloud gaming platform, named Project Tempo. It has been promoted
as a gaming service, but also an access point for subscribers to play alongside their favorite Twitch
streamer. [5]
Figure 4.1: Twitch Plays Pokemon - 2016 [122]
Amazon’s entry into cloud gaming is no surprise. In 2006 it launched Amazon Web Services
(AWS), which offers cloud computing to a growing number of companies that wanted an internet
presence. In fact, Netflix has utilized AWS to provide billions of hours of content to customers
worldwide. Not only do SVODs rely on AWS, but so do some of the largest gaming companies.
Amazon’s cloud-based services allow for the scalability that many game developers need. When new
features are released to a game, one can expect a larger influx of players. If a game studio were to
host their own game, they would develop their servers for the maximum number of players under
normal conditions. Because of the high cost of hardware, they would not account for the variable
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increase during special releases. During these events, players could experience queue times when
entering lobbies or joining servers. That is not the case for the scalability of cloud-based servers.. [60]
One of the most popular games, Fortnite, from Epics Games, uses AWS to handle over
two-hundred million players. Fortnite is a stylized battle-royale game that pairs a hundred players
in a fight until the last one is standing. Every ten weeks, they feature new in-game cosmetics, which
can then be purchased for virtual currency via real-world microtransactions or through regular play.
Fortnite regularly holds special and seasonal events, resulting in a flood of players on the servers.
On April 23rd, 2020, musician Travis Scott held a virtual concert on Fortnite’s battle royale mode,
which resulted in 27.7 million concurrent players and a new immersive interactive digital experience.
This was all handled by Amazon’s cloud-based web services. [57]
Figure 4.2: Travis Scott concert on Epic Game’s Fornite - April 23rd 2020 [108]
Fortnite is not strictly an online cloud-based game, because the processing still happens on
the end user’s system. But, Epic Games created something integral to the success of cloud-gaming,
cross-platform play. Whether it is a Nintendo Switch, PlayStation, Mac, Windows, Linux, or mobile
platforms Android and IOS, Fortnite can be played on it. This is possible because of the scalability
of graphics on Epic Games Unreal Engine 4. A more graphically intense game may not provide the
same performance across such a multitude of platforms, but Epic Games is trying to change that.
In May 2020, Epic demonstrated Unreal Engine 5. Developers showcased the dynamic rendering
of millions of polygons using their proprietary Nanite system. The ability to render and stream
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cinematic assets in real-time opens up the possibility for the development of film quality interactive
media. Also, that same month Epic Games released Epic Online Services, which provides developers
the same tools it used to create the massively successful cross-platform environment that supports
Fortnite. These developments are a move in the right direction if we are to see a fully simulated
cloud-based game alongside its SVOD counterpart. [60]
Figure 4.3: Demonstration of UE5 Nanite Stsytem. Each color represents a separate polygon. [1]
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4.3 Transmedia Storytelling
Whether through gaming, movies, books, or television, media studios have been using mul-
tiplatform storytelling or transmedia narrative to reach a larger audience and demographic. Henry
Jenkins, author of Convergence Culture and M.I.T. Professor of Media describes transmedia story-
telling as “a process where integral elements of a fiction gets dispersed systematically across multiple
delivery channels for the purpose of creating a unified and coordinated entertainment experience.
[...] It does not matter if the texts form a single narrative or multiple stories are set in the same
world.” [62] It is to be noted that transmedia storytelling is distinctly different than an adaptation
because, in those instances, the same story is being told in both. With transmedia storytelling,
there is no one source where the whole story is told in its entirety in the same environment.
A good example of transmedia storytelling would be the Star Wars franchise. The Luke
Skywalker Saga has nine movies, but there are multiple television series, comics, and video games
that all tell a little bit of the story. Because transmedia is so encompassing, it usually revolves
around a world or environment rather than a set of specific characters. The recently completed
Avengers: Infinity Saga by Disney introduced us to S.H.I.E.L.D. (Strategic Homeland Intervention,
Enforcement, and Logistics Division), which would later be made into a successful television series,
running for seven seasons. Both series, while not including the same characters existed in the Marvel
Universe and Infinity timeline.
Figure 4.4: Comic (1982) [17] — Movie (1977) [75] — Video Game (2019) [31] — Tv Series (2008-2020) [74]
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The entertainment industry uses transmedia to target different markets or demographics
and spread the brand, similarly to the way Fortnite uses cross-platform play to make their brand
more accessible. Fortnite is playable on an iPhone SE, first released in 2016, as well as the latest
high-end gaming laptop. This makes the entry point of the game cheaper, targeting an audience that
may not have the newest hardware or more casual gamers. Transmedia also focuses on spreading
the brand, so there are multiple entry points for a wide range of customers. A Batman comic book
costs two dollars, whereas a video game would cost nearly sixty. Both expose the consumer to the
D.C. Universe at different cost and interest points. [63]
Because transmedia involves several different entertainment sectors, there must be an effort
to create the most seamless narratives. One way this is achieved is by using the same artists
across various projects. For example, Mark Hamill started voicing the Joker in 1992 Batman: The
Animated Series, he has continued to voice this character across a multitude of video games, animated
series, and movies. This provides the consumers with a more cohesive image of the characters and
story regardless of the platform. Now that some larger corporations like Google and Amazon are
delving into all aspects of the entertainment industry, they will be able to have closer control of the
production across the company’s multiple divisions.
When Netflix, along with BonusXP, released Stranger Things 3: The Game, it gave fans
of the series a way to interact with the show’s content. During the 2019 E3 panel, Developing
Netflix Originals into Video Games, the point was made “one of the big things to Netflix was to
give [players] the content of the show, and also give them just as much if not more content in the
game beyond that of the show. They did not want people to play the game and not have anything
new to discover.” [25] Interactivity is a core discussion point regarding a transmedia narrative. It
gives the audience a sense of participation in the story development. Many limit interactivity to the
advances in technology content such as video games and choose- your-own-adventure videos. But,
interactivity can encompass any participation where the audience is developing the story. This can
include examples such as tabletop roleplaying games, fan fiction, and live-action roleplaying. These
activities predate video games and are partially responsible for their inspiration. But technology
does facility the fluidity and exposure to transmedia storytelling.
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Figure 4.5: Stranger Things Three series [13] — Stranger Things Three video game [14]
4.4 Co-Developed Television Series and Video Games
The development of transmedia storytelling can be a bumpy road when handing off an intel-
lectual property (IP) to third-party developers. When developing a franchise on another platform,
the producer usually has experience solely in their field, so when tasked to make a video game into a
video narrative or vice versa, they lack the knowledge of what made it successful on the original plat-
form. Henry Jenkins makes the point, in his article Transmedia Storytelling, that the entertainment
industries “haven’t done a very good job of collaborating to produce compelling transmedia expe-
riences.” [25] In many cases, the productions for the counterpart media is after licensing restraints
have been established. If these titles were created by a large corporation or a media company where
the IP originated, the co-developed productions would have more control over the final products.
In 2013 Defiance, a futuristic-based Western drama, premiered on the SyFy network and was
accompanied by a companion massive multiplayer online (MMO) first-person shooter video game
developed by Trion Worlds. The collaboration between the two development teams took over five
years. Both the game and the series had intersecting narratives that would play out in the MMO and
the weekly episodes. The television show would last three seasons and be canceled due to financial
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problems with the network. The game would go on to be quite popular. Eventually, Trion Worlds
would release a sequel to the game in 2018, Defiance 2050. Even though the series and the game
did not receive the same fanfare, this did mark one of the first times that a co-collaborated series
and video game were produced together. [116]
Other productions would go on to create similar transmedia narratives. Dragon Prince,
a Netflix series produced by the media studio Wonderstorm, is currently in its third season. The
company founded by three Riot Games veterans was formed as an animation and video studio. They
are now in production of a much anticipate combat-based multiplayer video game. Because the game
is not licensed, they can develop the world as they see fit. Even among smaller studios, we will begin
to see the trend of both producing and developing the series as well as the companion game. This
will be even more common as video and gaming streaming becomes the defacto platform for media
consumption. [124]
Figure 4.6: Defiance series [103] and co-developed Defiance video game [112]
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4.5 Cloud Gaming and Transmedia Storytelling
Cloud gaming is the perfect vehicle for extending narrative storytelling from SVOD content
to an interactive one. In his article on transmedia storytelling, Henry Jenkins states, ”We have
entered an era of media convergence that makes the flow of content across multiple media channels
almost inevitable. The move toward digital effects in film and the improved quality of video game
graphics means that it is becoming much more realistic to lower production costs by sharing assets
across media.” Current developments in game engines make this more possible. In the Disney +
series, The Mandalorian, many visual effects are rendered in real-time using Unreal Engine 4. This
trend has several animations and visual effects studios transition to what were formerly known
as game-specific engines to do their rendering. With time this technology is just improving. As
mentioned previously, in the current demonstration of Unreal Engine 5, full cinematic assets can be
more effectively imported and rendered in real-time in the engine using Epic Game’s proprietary
Nanite system. [61]
Figure 4.7: The Mandalorian with LED backdrops rendered in real-time using Unreal Engine 4 [33]
As the popularity of streaming content increases and providers continue to build the infras-
tructure to support the demand, we will begin to see the transition to a more interactive experiences.
This is already being done by companies like Amazon and Google have branched off into cloud gam-
ing platforms. Also, Netflix has started to stream interactive video content, such as Black Mirrors:
Bandersnatch, as well as its entry into third party video game productions of their original intellec-
tual property. This sort of integration of cloud gaming into the current structure of SVOD services
will provide the audience with a new transmedia storytelling experience. [61]
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4.6 Chapter Summary
Over the top broadcasting, popular with subscription on video-on-demand services, has
reached the point that infrastructures are being developed to facilitate the production and transmis-
sion of video games and other interactive content. Specifically, two companies, both with SVODs,
Google and Amazon, have released or are developing video game streaming services. With Twitch’s
acquisition, the purchase of several video game development studios, and the expansion of AWS,
Amazon has made a large investment into the future of cloud-based gaming. Putting subsidiaries
under one roof will make the co-development of adult animated interactive content more seamless.
The development of adult animated transmedia content will also give its already massive subscription
base another point of entry into their intellectual property.
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Chapter 5
Comedy in Video Games
Comedic games are being developed for niche markets, including two subsects, physics-
based, and narrative-based games. As adult animation continues to reign in the subscription on-
demand service space, the gaming market will begin to adopt this type of platform for distribution,
development, and gameplay.
5.1 History of Point-and-Click Adventure Games
When discussing the presence of humor in video games, we must talk about the technical
limitation of early computers. Because of the minimal graphics, early games focused more on the
narrative adventure rather than the immersion. [9] Graphic adventure games encompassed a wide
range of genres, mainly focusing on – a single-player user experience controlling a protagonist in
an interactive narrative story – exploration and puzzle-solving as a primary element – minimal or
lacking combat as the main focus. These types of games would shape the computer market of
the ’80s and ’90s. The genre originated from a texted based game called Colossal Cave Adventure
created by Will Crowther. The game included descriptions of several rooms of a cave that the player
could explore and interact with via text commands. Will Crowther’s inspiration for this game came
from his love of tabletop fantasy adventures, such as Dungeon&Dragons. Colossal Cave Adventure
would later be discovered by Don Wood, a graduate student at Stanford University in 1976, on a
mainframe computer. He would eventually expand the game and release it on an early version of
the Internet (ARPANET). [70]
This early text-based adventure game would inspire husband and wife team Ken and Roberta
Williams to create Mystery House in 1980, the first graphic adventure game. The game featured
relatively mature themes and had the player tasked to explore a Victorian mansion. The player’s
initial goal was to find a hidden treasure but soon comes across dead bodies. Once it is discovered
that foul play is involved, the player must find the murder before becoming the next victim. It would
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later be released independently for purchase via an advertisement in a tech-magazine of the era. Its
success would launch the beginning of the game development company Sierra On-Line, helmed by
the husband and wife duo. [126]
Figure 5.1: Mystery House - cover art and gameplay - 1980 [102]
The genre would gain popularity several years later in 1983 when IBM funded the devel-
opment of a multimedia game created by Sierra On-Line. The resulting investment would become
King’s Quest, a fairy tale adventure that was advertised as an interactive cartoon. The player con-
trols a knight as he completes quests from the royal family of Daventry. The game is relatively hard
due to the limited commands that can be inputted for each screen. One wrong verb or noun could
result in the frustrating death of your character. [70]
It was not until the development of mouse and eventual release of the Apple Lisa computer
that developers saw the opportunity to utilize the graphic interface for what would become known
as point-and-click adventure games. These games would use a multi-window interface and allow the
player to choose predetermined action words for that specific screen, rather than choose from the
whole catalog of verbs for the game. Additionally, the player would use the mouse to interact with
the game by dragging and dropping items into an inventory window. This would be the standard
interface for adventure games until the mid-90s. Other game developers would enter the genre after
Sierra On-Line had a significant foothold, notably Lucas Arts. They would soon become one of
the premier producers of point-and-click adventure games with releases such a Day of the Tentacle,
developed by Double Fine Productions.
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Figure 5.2: Day of the Tentacle - cover art and gameplay - 1993 [48]
5.2 Humor in Video Games
In a 2019 interview on his show Viewpoints, Paul Tamayo and Joshua Rivera of Kotaku, sat
down to discuss the topic of comedy in video games. They identified two types of comedic genres,
narrative and mechanic-based games. Narrative based games have humorous writing, like many
point-and-click adventure games, whereas mechanic humor is based around the controls. These
games tend to have unrealistic physics engines and a comedic visual appeal, such as Octodad and
Goat Simulator. Both types of games are essential if we are to see more interactive content based
around adult animation. One of the key talking points mentioned earlier that makes adult animation
popular is the no limitation physically absurd humor, which could be achieved through some manip-
ulation of a game’s physics engine. The story is also essential. To achieve the punchline as suggested
by the incongruity theory of humor, there needs to be a strong narrative element as displayed by
the point-and-click adventure games of there day. [119]
In 1981 Sierra On-Line released a text adventure called Softporn Adventure, created by Al
Lowe for the Apple II. It follows the protagonist Larry as he attempts to find love in all the wrong
places and all the wrong ways. The game would eventually sell twenty thousand copies. The success
of Softporn Adventures would become the building blocks for the 1987 release of Leisure Suit Larry
in the Land of the Lounge Lizards, the graphic point-and-click adventure game. This game has
much of the same raunchy comedy and sexual innuendos as the text-based game, but this time with
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colored graphics. The game features Larry, a middle-aged, prematurely balding, virgin, living in his
mom’s basement, attempting to find his true love. The player of the game has exactly two hours to
complete it before Larry would become despondent and commit suicide. [131]
Figure 5.3: Softporn Adventures - cover art and gameplay - 1981 [6]
At first, the game did not do well because retailers like Radio Shack were apprehensive
about selling an ’adult game.’ The sale of the game picked up steam through word of mouth and
pirating, eventually selling more than 250,000 copies its first year. Larry would appear in twelve
more adaptations of the game, with the most recent one being released in the fall of 2018.
Figure 5.4: Leisure Suit Larry in the Land of the Lounge Lizards - cover art and gameplay - 1987 [72]
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The success of these games were their jokes and narrative. It was not the fact that he was
trying to engage in coitus, but his stubborn persistence. The essence of the game is not about
some creepy guy trying to get laid, but a man’s naivete and his learned inadequacies as he pursues
something, he knows nothing about. As a player, you end up almost feeling empathy for him at
every failed pursuit. This narrative is no different than Sierra’s On-Line Kings Quest, as a knight
ventures to become a king, except that Leisure Suit Larry series is contextually framed with more
adult themes and supported by its humor. Below are some of the more tame jokes from Leisure Suit
Larry in the Land of the Lounge Lizard.
“Last week, I got arrested by a female cop.
She asked me, ’Are you carrying a concealed weapon?’
I replied, ‘Keep frisking me, and I soon will be!” [71]
A man walks into a doctor’s office with a frog on his head.
The doctor says, ‘May I help you?’
The frog says, ‘Yeah, doc, take this wart off my ass!” [71]
Sierra On-Line would eventually sell the rights to the Leisure Suit Larry franchise. After a
successful crowdfunding campaign via Kickstarter in 2013, a new Leisure Suit Larry would be pro-
duced, Larry: Reloaded. The graphics would be upgraded to sudo-realistic hand-drawn renderings.
In many regards, it would miss the marks on what made the originals so popular, losing its witty
humor for gross jokes. But more importantly, the upgraded style took the focus off the ambiguity of
the protagonist and made the graphics the priority over the narrative. When discussing the success
of adult animation earlier, it was mentioned that it gained popularity because the stylization allowed
the viewer to be engaged in sensitive subjects without feeling uncomfortable. If an adult animation
based interactive narrative were developed, it would be essential to make sure there was a precise
balance between the style and the content. [2]
Figure 5.5: Leisure Suit Larry: Reloaded - cover art, gameplay, and cut scene - 2013 [73]
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Visual comedy is also significant when it comes to adult animation and video games. In the
last couple of years, there has been a trend among developers to build mechanical humor into their
games using unrealistic physic engines. This genre originated in early 2004 amongst the modding
community of Valve’s Half-Life source code, with releases like Garry’s Mod. The mod is a sandbox
game that acts as a creative platform for the player to import content into a physics simulation.
Figure 5.6: Garry’s Mod - gameplay -2006 [86]
The genre did not become mainstream until Coffee Stain Studios released the wildly suc-
cessful Goat Simulator. The development of Goat Simulator began when they realized the money
they had invested in another project was over budget, and there were only twelve months of capital
left. They cobbled together a quick demo and pitched it around the office about a rogue goat on
a rampage. The demo was uploaded to YouTube, and overnight the game had over one hundred
thousand viewers. Two months later, the partially finished game would be released on April Fools
Day 2014. In ten minutes of the release, Coffee Stain Studio would recoup all their investments.
Goat Simulator would eventually sell over one million copies in part to the regularly released free
downloadable content and popularity on streaming platforms such as Twitch. [69]
Figure 5.7: Goat Simulator - gameplay - 2014 [115]
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The silly nature of Goat Simulator and other physic simulators like Gang Beasts, Human
Fall Flat, and Overcooked, makes them a popular genre to stream. The open-world, anything can
happen, lack of real control, and goofy glitched variety make them appealing. As Paul Tamayo so
eloquently put it, “comedy is rarely a grind.” [119] When you put those antics in front of a crowd,
you will get views and laughs. While analyzing cloud-gaming, it was noted that to attract players
to the platform, they need to be able to provide a unique experience that cannot be achieved on
home consoles. The recent purchase of Twitch by Amazon and their commitment to providing a
connection to play with your favorite streamers via the Project Tempo cloud-gaming service will
be an ideal platform for players to gravitate to this no stress comedic genre, versus the highly
competitive atmosphere of other streamed content.
Figure 5.8: Steaming statistics of the most popular physic engine based games - 2020 [42]
5.3 Comedy is Hard
Comedy writing is hard. Being funny is very subjective, and you are at the mercy of your
audience. In Leisure Suit Larry in the Land of the Lounge Lizards, the protagonist is a male with
overly sexualized jokes; this type of humor may not appeal to all genders within the age group it
is marketed. In later versions they would include a playable female lead to reach a more diverse
audience. Comparing this to modern adult animation today, we see female co-creators and writers
in shows like Big Mouth, creating sexualized off-color humor. Not only is comedy subjectively based
on content, but also the current aesthetic.
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Comedy is very generational. What people perceive as funny can change with time. For
example, the cartoons of the ’70s, such as Scooby-Doo and Looney Tunes do not have the same
appeal today as they did in their era. Those cartoons were shocking and cutting edge for their
time, but the punchlines tend to fall flat and become predictable and repetitive as they become
the norm. Matt Soell writer at Wide Load Games further analyzes generational comedy by stating
that “using catchphrases, movie parodies, and [. . . ] pop-culture references [are] one of the biggest
mistakes game developers make,” because they age poorly. [44] Instead, comedic game writers should
focus on the basics. Tim Shafer, designer and founder of Double Fine Productions suggests that
comedy games are at their best when they “anticipate a gamer’s moves, motivation, and emotional
state – [if] a player’s possible moves are ridiculous, it only makes sense that the game’s reactions
are ridiculous.” [44]
Figure 5.9: Looney Tunes [12] versus Rick and Morty [104] - aged versus modern gags
When games were hindered by technology, these reactions were more predictable. The
comedy in early point-and-click adventures was limited to the lack of controls, the story, and the
player’s imagination. Now that many games have fully 3D realistic graphics, voice acting, and full
articulation of the character, designers create an immersive experience that may or may not be
relatable to all players. This could result in jokes not hitting the punchline they intended, which is
why many of the funniest games currently being developed are stylized.
Even though comedy shows up in many games, it is usually not a pillar they develop
towards. With larger production games there primary focus is on mechanics. In his interview with
Paul Tamayo, Joshua Rivera makes the point that “gameplay is always first [..] you have a mechanic,
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and you write around that mechanic.” [119] The writing comes after the interactivity, and you may
get a comedic moment here or there, but it is not a premise for the game. When trying to force
humor into a game, it can come off as dull. Larger games with even bigger budgets also tend to
make sure there is enough content for every type of player. Focusing on a specific narrative may
keep people from purchasing the game, which inevitably affects the bottom line.
Depending on the size of the studio, developers may have game designers or dramatic writers
creating the comedic elements. Just as in transmedia development, when a genre moves to another
platform, the production staff needs to identify what made it work in its original form. Tim Schafer
suggests that “the best comedy writing is done in teams.” [44] When developing a comedy for adult
animation, it usually happens around a table with multiple writers giving input. On a standard
production of an animated series, there can be anywhere between seven and twenty credited writers
working together to create the script. This may not always be the case in game studios where the
narrative takes a back seat to mechanics. [82] [125]
Figure 5.10: The Simpsons writers room - 1993 [54]
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5.4 Where are Funny Games Being Made?
Traditionally games are developed based on their ability to raise capital by publishing com-
panies. Some larger companies act both as the publisher and the developer and release titles inde-
pendently. In the age of crowdfunding, the way games are being fianced, produced, and circulated
to the market is changing. Crowdfunding is an alternate way to the above approach by seeking
capital through individual investors. This method has become much easier with the introduction of
platforms such as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, and Fig. These crowdfunding sites provide the developers
with a way to create niche titles and genres by requesting funding from their targeted player base.
[85]
In 2012 Tim Shaffer, founder of Double Fine Games, created a Kickstarter proposal for a
new untitled point-and-click adventure game with a hopeful pledge of 400,000 dollars. In nine hours,
the Double Fine adventure game would surpass its goals, eventually becoming the highest funded
game with the most backers at the time of its completion. This successful endeavor would become
the two-part adventure title, Broken Age. But more importantly, it would inspire an age of video
game developer hopefuls. That next year Al Lowe, creator of Leisure Suit Larry in the Land of the
Lounge Lizard, would successfully crowdfund a remake and modernization of the game. [85]
This new funding concept allows developers to circumvent publishers and take the game
straight to the public. Triple-A developers are starting to pay attention to this phenomenon and
realize that the best way to see what the customer wants is to ask them. With crowdfunding,
developers first propose a concept to secure initial funding, and as the game progresses further
into development, updates are posted informing customers of changes. This allows the developers to
receive feedback from the customers as the game is being made. An open forum style of development
with your end client allows the accountability to be shared between the developers and the players,
resulting ultimately in a better game meeting everyone’s expectations.
Some game studios act both as publisher and developer. Once a game goes into development,
you may hear about its initial production but go years without a concrete update. The customer is
not a vested partner in the game as with crowdfunding. Thus, sharing progress is not necessarily a
benefit for the developer. More than likely, the customer will hear what it promised in the game and
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purchase on that premise. Ultimately, this can result in fiascos like Hello Games release of No Man
Sky. The game was promised to be a massive multiplayer procedurally generated space exploration
game but fell flat due to players’ high expectations. This is not an isolated incident; many games go
through similar releases. Fortunately for Hello Games, they listened to their player base after the
release and fixed and improved the game even surpassing what they initially promised. Even as a
self-funded indie developer, if Hello Games had used the open forum style of development popular
with crowdfunded projects, the customer would have been more informed about what to expect on
release. [99]
By coupling crowdfunding with digital distribution, indie developers can promote and sell
the games on its intended platform. Digital distribution is the exchange of a virtual copy of a video
game in lieu of the physical media. Examples of this would be Apple App Store, Steam, Xbox Live
Marketplace, Playstation Store, and Nintendo eShop. These distribution platforms are different
than cloud gaming because they are isolated to their unique console and require downloading the
digital copy to the user’s local machine. The platform functions in either one of two ways; they
allow the developer to publish directly to the online store where the distributor takes a percentage
of the sale or the distributor acquires the developer to release virtual titles. Both methods benefit
small niche developers that are trying to reach their target audience without a lot of overhead to do
it, by providing the games directly to their players. The digital distributor also benefits by having
more content to offer their customers. Even a company like Apple, who takes a percentage of the
sales, has become the world’s third-largest gaming company by revenue without ever producing a
game. Then there are companies such as Microsoft who acquire studios to produce games for their
virtual store. In 2019 Microsoft would do just that and acquire Double Fine Games after being
an independent studio for twenty years. Tim Shaffer states that this will provide stability and
longevity to the company that is known for its unique humorous games. Acquisitions such as this
help the smaller developers by allowing them to create games for a more niche audience. And just
like Netflix’s content, Microsoft will have a game for every customer. [129]
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5.5 Chapter Summary
Comedic video games have a long history going back to the origins of computer gaming.
Although occupying a niche market, they have begun to gaining popularity among ’content creators’
of real-time video gameplay and commentary on platforms such as Twitch. Genres of games that
tend to get the most viewers are more casual games revolving around a comedic narrative or physics-
based elements. This new renaissance of comedic games has prompted reboots of old classics, such
as Leisure Suit Larry, sequels to staples like Garry’s Mod and Psychonauts Two, as well as new IPs
such as Goat Simulator. The market is still ripe for this genre of game. Developers are catching




Modern Themes and Styles
The style and themes of a particular animation or interactive content is significant because
it directly reflects how the viewer interprets the narrative. The current interest in the modern space
race has influenced developers to create more content with sci-fi themes. These themes can be seen
throughout the stylized works of adult animation and current video games.
6.1 Sci-Fi Themes in Games and Animation
Just as crowdfunding influences the genre, so does popular culture have on the current
aesthetic of video games and adult animation. At the 2019 Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3),
Todd Howard, director and producer of Bethesda Games, and Elon Musk, founder and CEO. of
SpaceX and Tesla, spoke about how game and technology influence each other.
Figure 6.1: E3 Tech Talk 2019 [59] — Bethesda Announce Game: Starfield [7] — Cybertruck by Tesla [121]
Elon Musk spoke about how his first game, an 8-bit sci-fi shoot called Blastar, affected his
decision to pursue technology as a career. He stated, “I probably wouldn’t have started programming
if it wasn’t for video games.” He also discussed how game design influenced the creations of realistic
sims as testbeds for Telsa’s electric cars, whereas Todd Howard mentioned technological influences
and a few details regarding Bethesda’s recently announced space exploration game titled Starfield.
For inspiration, Todd Howard toured the SpaceX production facility in Hawthorne, California, for a
firsthand look at modern innovations in space travel. The sci-fi space-related aesthetic is a common
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trend among games released in the last five years; titles include The Outer Worlds, Cyberpunk 2077,
No Man Sky, and many more. Even Elon Musk has been quoted saying CD Projekt Red’s new
installment in their cyberpunk franchise inspired the design behind Telsa’s Cybertruck. [26]
This influx of sci-fi themed games is not unlike what happened in 1969 during the Lunar
Space Race. In the early ’60s, as NASA was developing trajectory data to the moon at M.I.T.,
developers on the other side of campus were creating the first graphics-based game, Spacewar. That
game would later become the predecessor to the classic arcade game, Asteroids. NASA would reach
the moon several times by the late ’70s, and the video game industry would be there to release
another hit. Lunar Lander by Atari had the player control a spacecraft with minimal fuel as they
adjusted their propulsion to land on the surface of the moon or meet their demise. In the ’80s and
the ’90s, there would be several more space-themed games built around familiar franchises like Star
Trek and Star Wars that were inspired by the successes of NASA. [113]
Figure 6.2: Spacewars (1962) [107] — Apollo 15 Landing (1971) [84] — Lunar Lander by Atari (1979) [3]
These themes do not just influence games but a large part of the media we consume, such
as adult animation. One of the first notable sci-fi adult animated series was a Futurama. Following
the success of The Simpson, Matt Groening developed and produced Futurama, which began airing
the spring of 1999. The show followed the comedic sitcom genre of the era and revolved around a
futuristic delivery company. The show ran for seven seasons across two networks between 1999 –
2003 and 2011 - 2013. At the same time, Futurama was being canceled in 2003, NASA suspended
the shuttle flights for two years after the Columbia Disaster which took the lives of seven astronauts.
This tragedy put NASA’s future into question. Over the next eight years, it was determined that
the shuttle program would be retired for the privatization of space travel. Even though human
space flight was in question, NASA was set on investigating Mars. On November 26th, 2011, NASA
launched the Curiosity Rover. A year later, the public would watch as it successfully landed and
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sent pictures of the red planet back to Earth. Futurama would be picked up for three more seasons
that year as space travel became a hot topic in the news. [127] [128] [130]
Meanwhile, SpaceX, founded in 2002, would begin development on its own propulsion sys-
tem. By 2013, SpaceX would complete several milestones, becoming the first private company to
launch, reach orbit, and retrieve a spacecraft. That same year, Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland
would release the adult animation series, Rick and Morty. The series would premier on Adult
Swim, Cartoon Network’s adult-centric late-night programming. It features Rick, an eccentric,
alcohol-abusing scientist, and his grandson Morty, a naive, impressionable fourteen-year-old as they
adventure through sci-fi worlds. The show would become an immense hit and generate many imita-
tors. By May 2020, Space X would successfully launch humans into space, marking a breakthrough
in private space travel. This year, there will be several in productions or recently released animated
sci-fi series and movies. [133] [132]
Figure 6.3: Futurama (1999-2013) [47] — Rick and Morty (2013–present) [105]
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Bubble – is a newly announce and in-development animated sci-fi movie created by
Seth Rogan and Evan Goldberg based on their comedy podcast. The podcast
focuses on a group of friends that hunt monsters via a cellphone app. [41]59
Star Trek: Lower Decks – is an animated comedy series coming to C.B.S. All
Access subscription service. The series follows around the support crew of a U.S.S.
starship as they solve sci-fi mysteries. [11]
Pantheon – is an animated sci-fi series that is in production for A.M.C. The show
is based on a short story by Ken Liu, which follows a young girl being bullied and is
mysteriously assisted by someone online that turns out to be a digital consciousness
of her deceased father. [56]
Arcane: League of Legends – is an adult sci-fi western anime being developed
and produced by Riot Games. The show is built around two young people’s origin
story as they navigate their way through the cyberpunk city of Piltover. [18]
Blade Runner: Black Lotus – is an adult animated sci-fi series being produced
in conjunction with Adult Swim and anime powerhouse Crunchyroll. There have
not been many details regarding the show other than that it takes place ten years
before the recent live-action movie Blade Runner 2049. [97]
Cyberpunk: Edgerunners – is a recently announce western style anime being
developed by Studio Trigger for Netflix. Little is known about the series other than
it was reported to be in production prior to the release of CD Projekt Red’s much
anticipate video game, Cyberpunk 2077. [80]
Figure 6.4: Cyberpunk:Edgerunners (2022) [100] — Arcane (2022) [39] — Star Trek:Lower Decks (2020) [79]
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6.2 Stylization in Video Games
Stylization is becoming ever more popular in the 3D era of games. The recent renewed
interest is due to the popularity of mobile gaming. In the earlier 2000s, gaming was dominated by
consoles with introduction of the Sony Playstation Two and Microsoft’s Xbox in 2001. Games on
these consoles focused on revolutionary 3D graphic improvements that could be developed on mod-
ern hardware. The technology in these consoles created a large market for third-party developers.
Releases would eventually include the immersive open-world Grand Theft Auto III and highly real-
istic Grand Turismo; both would push the boundaries of graphics at the time. Nintendo would be
there to release titles featuring iconic characters like Super Mario Sunshine and The Legend of Zelda
Wind Waker on the GameCube. The hero-centric stylized aesthetic of these games was marketed
to a more casual audience, which was experience a decline in popularity. [106]
Figure 6.5: Top row: Grand Theft Auto III (2001) [22] — Grand Turismo III (2001) [23]
Bottom row: Zelda The Wind Waker (2002) [27] — Mario Sunshine [28]
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But, there would be a resurgence in stylized games as mobile smartphones were being sold
to the public during the mid-2000s. At first simple games would come preloaded on phones. The
games were fairly abstract and reminiscent of early computer games. But, in 2008, Apple would
create the iTunes App Store, which paved the way for developers to distribute content to consumer’s
phones. That same year Google would follow suit and release The Google Play Store for the Android
operating system. Mobile games were often played when people found downtime during the day;
thus, the games were marketed to more casual players. Similarly, to Nintendo’s design philosophy,
these games were stylized with simplified representations of characters and objects. [120]
Figure 6.6: Mobile games with over one billion downloads as of 2019
Minion Rush (2013) [35] — Candycrush (2012) [67] — Subway Surfers (2012) [66] — Pokemon Go (2016) [89]
Today mobile is the fastest growing platform in terms of users and gross revenue. It operates
at the lowest entry point for most players. The casual quality of mobile games is a means of access
for some players to enter into console and PC gaming. Developers have been paying attention to
this trend and recently have been developing more stylized games marketed towards serious gamers.
Figure 6.7: Gobal market by Revenue and Platform (2020) — Mobile is leading the market with 48% [87]
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There have been two types of stylized aesthetics that have become popular over the last
several years, soft shading and cel-shading. soft shaded graphic games are emphasized by there
exaggerated proportions, minimal shading, lack of fine textural detail, and bright color schemes.
Studios use leniency when creating this style of game. There is no one set of rules. For example,
Fortnite, developed by Epic Games, is stylized but lacks much of the dramatics features prevalent in
many games with similar aesthetics. On the other hand, Overwatch, a first-person shooter developed
by Blizzard, does all the above but adds finer textural details to assets pushing them closer to
realism. [65]
Figure 6.8: Soft Shading vs.Cel-Shading [51] — Soft Shading: Fortnite (2017) [117] and Overwatch
(2016) [30]
Cel-shading is a technique that uses rendered 3D assets to create a two-dimensional style,
similar to that of comic books. It incorporates everything from ‘soft shading’ but is characterized by
flat colors with no gradation in the shaded areas and may contain black outlines. The Borderland
series, by 2k Games, is known for this particular style. They incorporated reasonably realistic
proportions, with less harsh transitions between colors, but include the black border aesthetic. [65]
Figure 6.9: Cel-Shading: Zelda The Wind Waker (2002) [27] and Borderlands 3 (2019) [111]
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The recent popularity of this stylized look is partially due to the resurgence of 2D games such
as Cuphead. The game is a 2D hand-drawn side scroller with boss-centric gameplay. Inspiration for
this game was derived from the 1930s style of elastic-like animation and hand-painted backgrounds
from Fleischer Studios. This type of game design is relatively time-consuming because it requires all
the animation and design to be done by hand. Other game makers would be inspired by Cuphead’s
popularity and innovate based on it. Knights and Bikes, developed by Foam Sword and published
by Double Fine Games, is a 2D style game with hand-painted elements rendered on 3D assets. This
game truly takes the best of both aspects allowing the player the navigation of a 3D camera while
retaining 2D stylized features. [136]
Figure 6.10: Hand Drawn assets: Cuphead (2017) [114] — 3D assets: Knights and Bikes (2019) [37]
The benefits of stylization of games are not just purely aesthetic. Similarly, to how adult
animation uses stylizations to discuss topics that may be too sensitive or to create exaggerated jokes,
video games use it to emphasize narrative or gameplay. With highly realistic games, there is more
effort to focus on the game’s immersive qualities. There will always be a demand for both, but as
mobile platforms continues to be popular, we will likely see many more stylized games.
Figure 6.11: Growth Rate of Popular Genres in Video Games (July 2020) [88]
Adventure and SciFi (Advanced Human Society) shows growth — Stylization shows a net growth overall
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6.3 Chapter Summary
Sci- themed media is on the rise because of the popularity of the modern Space Race. Adult
animation has embarrassed this aesthetic with shows like Solar Opposites and Rick and Morty. In
recent years, interactive media has also been developed using these thematic influences, such as
the video games Cyberpunk 2077 and The Outer Worlds. These trends are not unlike those seen
during the Space Race during the ‘60s and ‘70s, with video game releases like Asteroids and Lunar
Lander. Similarly, during the ‘90s and the height of NASA’s Shuttle Program, animated shows such
as Futurama would premiere on broadcast television with similar themes. The sci-fi subject- matter,
already popular with two similar media types, sharing the same target audience ensures the success
of adult animated interactive transmedia content.
Similar to the rise of the sci-fi genre, stylization has seen a spike in popularity. As men-
tioned earlier, this is evident in the number of adult animated shows produced and purchased by
every broadcast network and SVOD service. There are a total of forty-two in production or an-
nounced adult animated series. This trend of the stylized aesthetic is also becoming popular with
gamers. As games move from dedicated hardware to more mobile-based systems, like cell phones,
developers began focusing on the casual gamer. Highly stylized games were first found on mobile
platforms because the inadequate hardware could not render more complex details. Casual gaming
and stylization became synonymous with each other. As mobile, because one of the largest tar-
geted markets by game developers, larger studios started to develop more stylized games, such as
Borderlands and Overwatch. This art style has seen an overall growth rate among games being
developed as well as the thematic trends of the sci-fi genre and the modern Space Race, leading to




Procedural Texturing for Transmedia Content
As Henry Jenkins, author of Convergence Culture, mentioned, to develop transmedia en-
tertainment across multiple media channels, studios will begin to use shared assets. Procedural
textures will be one of the tools artists and developers rely on to facilitate this content creation.
Discussed below, will be the importance of procedural generated material libraries — how to main-
tain the stylized aesthetic in real-world lighting scenarios — how the advent of real-time ray tracing
promotes the creation of cloud-based adult animated interactive media.
7.1 What are Procedural Textures
Traditionally textures are created by digitally painting or using an actual image of an object
and applying those pixels generated from the bitmap to a 3D-model. While these can appear very
realistic at times because they are derived from real objects, they are hindered by the rasterization
of the pixels. This results in a finite amount of detail that a bitmap can provide.
A procedural texture is created mathematically instead of solely being created with the use
of digital images, resulting in a texture that is resolution-independent. Instead of a final bitmap
image, the artist is creating the process involved in making the texture. A program called a renderer
is then used to evaluate this process.
This is not to say that a ‘procedural’ texture cannot include images, but the texture will
lose some of the attributes that make procedural texturing appealing for video games and film. The
debate then becomes how procedural does the texture need to be. For example, a procedural map
using Substance Designer’s built-in explicitly generated noise information could result in limited use
of scale and frequency. Not to discredit the use of images in procedural textures, but it is something
to consider when incorporated into a texture. For discussion purposes, when describing the benefits
of procedural textures, it will be assumed that the resulting textures are entirely procedural. [29]
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7.2 Substance Designer
3D material authoring programs and tools such as Substance Designer have made creating
physically based rendered (PBR) procedural textures available with a hybrid node-based system.
This allows artists and developers the ability to work with the ease to create textures that are
uniquely independent of finite resolutions. Substance Designer can edit, export, and iterate with a
nondestructive nonlinear workflow to create procedural textures up to 8k in resolution. [94]
Figure 7.1: Substance Designer Node-Based Workflow
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7.3 Benefits of Procedural Generated Textures
There are several benefits to using procedural generated texture and material libraries over
the traditional methods, particularly the standardization of visual style throughout a project –
flexibility via modularity, scalability, and reuse of textures within the library – and the ability to
iterate quickly across multiple assets.
The development of a TV series or a film franchise requires a visual style that needs to be
translated between each episode or sequel. In a recent interview by Substance, with Lance Summers,
Environment and Look Development Supervisor for Walt Disney, he and his team discussed adapted
procedural textures to facilitate this concept while working on the stylized environment for Frozen
2. Many of the previous 3D-assets were repurposed for the film, but most materials from the first
film were created by hand and needed the resolution increased for tighter shots. Instead of going
through the grueling process of up-scaling them and painting out artifacts, the team decided to
turn of Substance Designer and create a set of fully procedural materials. This allowed them to
scale the textures as needed between shots, higher resolutions for close-ups, and lower resolution for
long-shots. With the creation of a material library for Frozen, Walt Disney Animation Studios will
also have the textural assets to continue the visual style to other sequels or transmedia content. [15]
By creating a universal procedural material library, the artist is also developing modularity
between textures. During the 2019 Game Design Conference, Andrew Dixon, Senior Environment
Artist at Redstorm Entertainment, discussed how he and his team utilized Substance Designer to
create modular assets. The material artists first started by creating several base textures. A base
texture is defined by the key fundamental visual aspects that make up that texture. An example
of a base material would be brick, concrete, or dirt. Variants can then be made by modifying the
initial graph. For instance, from those three mentioned base materials, one could create a ‘dirty
brick wall’ or ‘concrete splattered brick.’ Redstorm’s team designed a modular, procedural material
library for their game Division 2. As an example, from an initial set of five base materials, they
created thirty-six variations after several iterations. [40]
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Figure 7.2: Division 2 Material Library Presented at the 2019 Game Design Conference [40]
Being able to iterate through several different visual styles is essential when creating an
environment. Because Substance Designer creates procedural textures nonlinearly, it accommodates
changes made at any part of the visual development, by replacing a series of nodes with another.
Before procedural textures, artists would have to render a new digital bitmap texture or capture
another photograph of the object to produce a new visual concept.
During the Oscar-winning production of Blade Runner 2049, Michael Borhi, Lead Texture
Artist at Framestore Montreal, and his team decided to use the procedural approach when tasked to
make a post-apocalyptic Las Vegas environment. The environment was in a preexisting world and
had to capture the same mood from the previous canon of film, novels, and comics. By creating a
material library the studio is enhancing the narrative of the story by maintaining consistency and
style of the chosen aesthetic throughout the content. Michael Borhi stated, “There was no way that
we could devote the same amount of attention, work, or time to every building.” To iterate fast
between styles, mood, and sheer coverage of geometry, they devised a material library of tillable
concrete, stone, and metals that would produce a quick first-look match to the concept artwork
provided. Even though there is an initial time-cost to creating a material library, the flexibility to
make adjustments quickly proved time-saving in the long run. [4]
The benefits mentioned above of procedural materials – flexibility, adaption to visual styles,
and ability to quickly iterate would be crucial qualities to have among shared assets while developing
transmedia of any type, adult animation included.
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Figure 7.3: Use of procedural textures in Blade Runner 2049 [135]
7.4 Stylized Physically Based Rendered Textures
Physically Based Rendering (PBR) is a method to simulate light interaction with a surface
accurately. These calculations are accomplished through a series of models that evaluate reflection,
diffusion, translucency, metallicity, and sub-surface scattering. The procedurally generated textures
are then assessed by a shader, which determines how the lights interact with produced maps. Because
this process is based on physically accurate models to determine the look, it has become easier to
create realistic materials.
Figure 7.4: Stylized Physically Based Rendered Games: Ratchet and Clank [38] — Crash Bandicoot [24]
In a PBR world, the default has become realism. The challenge is how to utilize these tools
and models to create stylized assets. When artists and developers use PBR materials and shaders
to achieve realistic shadows and reflections, they can start approaching the uncanny valley. This
phenomenon describes the emotional response audiences get when they see animations and stylistic
characters attempting to border on realism. Examples of this can be seen in the film The Polar
Express, where a digital non-human character is trying to be portrayed as realistic but is not quite
human; the response can be unsettling. Much of this can be resolved in Substance Designers PBR
node-based workflow by paying particular attention to the level of detail and specularity.
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Figure 7.5: Polar Express, example of the Uncanny Valley [138]
The previous chapter on Modern Theme and Styles mentions that the attributes that char-
acterize stylization are exaggerated proportions and minimal fine textural details. When creating a
node-based texture, the majority of the maps are derived from the height details. The height map,
also known as a displacement map, is a multitude of grayscale information at different frequencies
that are combined to provide the basic form for the texture. Black represents the least possible
height, and white represents the highest possible height. A normal map is then derived from the
height information and provides more delicate details; it is best to limit some of these elements to
stay within the aesthetic bounds. When creating stylization, the transition between the high and
low points works best when they are exceptionally harsh or very smooth. This variation in value
creates an exaggeration of the form and silhouette. The resulting map can then be used to adjust
for surface diffusion of light.
Figure 7.6: Example of Exaggerated Transition within Height Map of a Stylized Texture
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Specularity describes the way light rays interact and travel once it reaches a surface.
Smoother textures will have smaller specular reflections and scatter more refracted rays. Rougher
textures have a larger dimmer highlight and higher absorption, which diffuses much of the refracted
light. But, most materials are comprised of multiple degrees of roughness or micro-details. The
micro-facet theory describes the way light interacts with these irregularities. Because rougher tex-
tures absorb more light, micro-details will be less visible. When designing for stylization, it is
common to have a texture that may appear rougher or less reflective to minimize the number of
inclusions. [78]
Figure 7.7: Micro Details on High Roughness and Low Roughness Surface
Depending on the workflow of the PBR texture, the reflectivity will be evaluated based
on the metal/roughness or specular/glossiness. In the metal/roughness workflow, the metallic map
determines the reflectivity of a pure metal surface, and the roughness map determines the diffused
light that results in surface details. Similarly, a specular/glossiness workflow determines reflectivity
based on the specular map and surface detail based on the glossiness map. The difference in these
two workflows is how much control the artist has over dialectic or non-metallic surfaces. [77]
When using the metal/roughness workflow, a black and white metalness map is generated,
black (0.0) represents non-metals, and white (1.0) represents metals. By default, the metal/roughness
workflow has a built-in 4% (0.04) refraction level for non-metallic surfaces, equating to the amount
of refracted rays generated by plastic. The albedo map then determines the diffused value for the
refracted rays. On the other hand, when working with a specular/glossiness workflow, an RGB
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specular map is generated for the reflectance of dielectric and metallic surfaces. The albedo map
only represents color for this workflow; areas that are pure metal will result in black (0.0.0). This
type of workflow allows more control over refraction but at the cost of memory resulting from an
additional RGB map. It is then up to the artist and developers to decide the power they need over
dielectric refraction to determine the appropriate workflow. [77]
Figure 7.8: Stylized Metal: Apex Construct [36] — Overwatch [30]
As showcased here, many striving for this aesthetic do not incorporate ’pure metallics.’ It
was mentioned earlier that stylized textures tended to be rougher to lessen the amount of micro-detail
on a texture. The same is valid for metals. Many artists substitute a dielectric with no diffusion for
metal because the contrast between non-metal and the highly refractive rays of a metallic surface
can result in a look that borders on realism. Substance Designer’s node-based structure gives artists
the ability to fine-tune light interaction with a texture to refine a specific style. [78]
7.5 How are Procedural Textures Evaluated
Procedural textures are evaluated by rendering engines, which are programs that calculate
the light, shadows, and material qualities of a specific digital 3-Dimensional scene and outputs that
to the viewer, usually as a 2-Dimensional image on a screen. Rendering engines evaluate procedural
textures explicitly or implicitly depending on the method it is using to calculate the scene.
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An explicitly evaluated texture creates a set of pixels that are stored in memory. Using
this method, a rendering environment would first run the textures process and store the produced
bitmap into memory until rasterization. Because the expression is only called once, the artist loses
much of the flexibility of procedural textures. [21]
Figure 7.9: Rasterization using Explicitly Evaluated Procedural Textures
An implicitly evaluated texture is based on its mathematical algorithm; once queried, it
references the U, V coordinates for that specific geometry every time it needs to be used without
producing a bitmap. Texture bitmaps are not stored in memory with implicit evaluation, which
gives the most potential to the algorithmic expression. The implicit method of evaluation does best
with renders that are not forced to evaluate the texture based on the order in which the material
was produced, such as ray tracers. Implicit evaluation and ray tracing works well together because
the texture is processed at the point it is rendered. Benefits to this over the explicit method include,
but not limited to, the use of materials over substantial continuous assets such as water or sky and
animated textures that give the illusion of movement as the parameters can be adjusted at every
point the texture is called. [29]
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Figure 7.10: Ray-Tracing of Implicitly Evaluated Procedural Textures
These two types of texture evaluation methods are performed by rendering engine in one
of two ways, rasterization or ray tracing. The rasterization rendering method works by taking a
2D grid that views a series of 3D objects composed of multiple triangles. Each point that meets
on the triangle is referred to as vertices. When the grid intersects with a vertex, it determines its
depth. If the object is closer, it assigns it a color; if not, it discards that pixel. The color is then
assigned based on the texture’s information - normal, ambient occlusion, height, metal/roughness,
and specular/glossiness along with the light calculation. [16]
Ray tracing works by simulating a ray from the view camera into a 3D scene until it hits
an object. At the point of impact, rays are traced back to a source of light; depending on how
many reach the source will determine luminosity. Also, at the point of impact, rays are traced to
determine refraction and reflection. Once the rays have reached termination, the texture is then
evaluated, and the color is assigned based on the contribution of all the rays. [94]
What makes ray tracing superior in some regards is how it evaluates light to render reflec-
tions, refraction, and shadows more accurately. But, the cost of real-world light simulation comes
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with longer rendering times. Until recently, cinematic quality renderings for a scene would take
several days. With current developments in graphics hardware, it has now become possible to ray
trace in real-time at 24 frames per second. With the advent of new hardware, real-time ray tracing
will become the default rendering method for cloud-based interactive content.
7.6 Real-Time Ray Tracing and Virtual Production
In the section Cloud Gaming and Transmedia Storytelling, it was mentioned how Unreal
Engine 4 was used to render real-time assets as digital backdrops for Disney’s, The Mandalorian.
This was achieved with the use of real-time ray tracing. Live-action productions are starting to
adopt this technology to minimize postproduction costs, including interactive real-time backdrops,
digital green screens, and real-time, in-camera motion capture. Seeing the success of these inclusions
in the film production pipeline has prompted animation studios to implement them into their work-
flow. Couple this with advances in compression methods for streaming technology, and real-time
interactive content is not far away.
Figure 7.11: MOFAC motion capture actors and real-time rendering of scene [81]
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The recent production of the series, Golden Panda, by MOFAC of South Korea, shows
how these tools can be used to streamline the animation pipeline. For live-action productions,
studios have more flexibility when directing a scene. The same cannot be said for 3D animation. A
single iteration of a scene can take several days. MOFAC found that the implementation of motion
capture into their workflow would allow for clearer communication between the director and the
animators, but would also allow for the ease of updating animation within a scene. MOFAC would
also render the scene in real-time, giving the director the ability to see the animation under real
lighting conditions. If the animation needed another take, the director could give his instruction
to the motion capture actors, and the performance could be redone. There would be additional
refinement of animation later but, this method circumvents the traditional linear workflow that has
plagued animation studios with long periods of development. [134]
Figure 7.12: League of Legends Augmented Reality Character at Pro League Regional Finals (2019) [49]
Cubic Motion would take this concept a step further with an augmented reality (AR) League
of Legends character, Akali, at the Pro League Regional Finals in 2019. The stylized character was
rebuilt from the ground up to add a life-like animation rig that would be able to replicate human
motions and facial expressions. During her on-stage appearance, Akali was controlled by a live actress
backstage. The character performed a sophisticated dance routine alongside other real actresses and
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held a live interview before disappearing in a cloud of smoke. Cubic Motion utilized real-time
rendering via Unreal Engine 4 to mimic the stadium’s light interaction with the character. Being
able to create live-broadcasts with animated characters opens adult animation to a whole new realm
of possibilities. This would not only further the interactivity between the audience and the ’screen,’
but opens up the genre to new potential programs including talk shows with animated hosts and
guests or stand-up comedy where the comic is an animated character, to name a few. [58]
To make this content available over the air, the technology faces some challenges. When
discussing cloud gaming earlier, one of the biggest obstacles was the latency between the controller
and the platform. The same can be said about the content being broadcast from the severs to the
user’s screen. To remedy this, companies have created new methods of software compression and
predictive screen rendering to achieve faster and more seamless framerates.
Pre-rendering a scene in a video game is not a new concept; it was first done with games
of the 90s like Doom and Quake to increase the frame rate of sluggish hardware. Now that same
technology is being implemented into cloud streaming services to compensate for latency. Instant
Interactive has been developing this middleware for streaming services for over a decade. The game
engine protocol they designed, GPEG, works as an Unreal Engine plug-in that outputs only what
the user could possibly see with precomputed rendered scenes directly from the engine itself versus
a traditional installation method. Barry Jenkins of Instant Interactive states that one day with this
technology, you could be “watching Netflix and decide to jump off the cinematographer’s camera
rail, for a different narrative [. . . ]. Within a matter of seconds, you’re actually playing other content.
A 22-minute video episode could become an hour” of immersive and engaging content. [118]
Real-time rendering via cloud-based services to create interactive media will involve devel-
opment and innovations from many different fields. Procedural texturing generation and evaluation
along with PBR shading will play its part just as the development of AR systems, rendering engines,
and middleware will play theirs. It is only one building block that makes up a complex system to
achieve a singular goal of adult animated interactive content.
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7.7 Chapter Summary
As adult animated transmedia cloud-based content becomes more popular and subsidiaries
of larger media corporations begin co-developing this type of content, assets will start to be shared
between interactive and non-interactive entertainment. To create fluidity between the shared assets,
much of it will become procedural.
A small subsect of this type of workflow includes the creation of procedural materials.
Industry leaders such as Disney and Redstorm have already begun to adapt to a procedural texture
workflow. This type of workflow allows studios to iterate quickly, scalability, and modularity within
a scene and between projects that share a mutual library, whether it is a game or film.
To create this type of content, tools such as Substance Designer allows artists and designers
to work in a non-linear, non-destructive manner using a singular file to edit, iterate, evaluate,
and export a texture. Including these tools into workflows using real-time rendering environments
will allow for interactive animated scenes, like those showcased at the Pro League Regional Finals.
Furthermore, this technology is used to streamline animation. Live-action motion capture is being
combined with real-time rendering, as displayed by MOFAC, in The Golden Panda. With further
development of plugins and compression addons that precompute rendered scenes, we will soon see
low latency seamless streaming of interactive adult animated cloud-based content.
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Chapter 8
The Methodology behind a Material Library
Based on the design ideas from the previous chapters, this section will describe the work
that went into creating the material library for Probe. A story about an alien’s crash landing on
Earth with a spaceship full of offspring and finding out that the only safe place to incubate them is
inside the human anus.
8.1 Design Philosophy
Adult animation was born out of the Convergence Theory, coined by Henry Jenkins in
his book Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide. The theory is a technological,
cultural, and industrial movement that explains the overlapping of merging media. In the chapter
‘Cloud Gaming and Transmedia Storytelling,’ and ‘Procedural Texturing for Transmedia Content,’ I
discussed the emergence of video streaming platform’s technological improvements to facilitate cloud-
gaming as well as the industrial and production convergence to development transmedia content with
the use of shared procedural assets. This section will focus on the cultural influences that have made
adult animation popular, focusing specifically on visual aesthetics.
The monotony of daily doldrums has attracted modern adults to animation’s nostalgia as
an escapist distraction. This phenomenon is sometimes begrudgingly referred to as ‘kidults’, ‘Peter
Pan Syndrome’, or ‘adultescent’. It is characterized by the reluctance to transition to adulthood;
this could include juvenilized tastes such as comic books, video games, adult animation, or delaying
life choices like purchasing a house, getting married, or having children. Once isolated to a social
disorder, the adulthood discussion has become more of a cultural event heightened by economic
circumstances such as the dot-com bubble bursting in the early 2000s and the recession of ’08.
This left many struggling to find work and extending the time that young adults would be living
with their parents, more so than a generation prior. Combine this with commercialisms’ approach to
advertising adolescence to a broader age demographic, such as marketing Sponge Bob to adult viewers
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or the Harry Potter series to adult readers, has coalesced into stifling one’s adulthood. Whether
‘adultescents’ is a self-imposed nostalgic rekindling of childhood or the cause of the economic disorder,
adult animation is the ideal medium for the convergence of adult themes and adolescence through
stylized characters and dramatic colors [68] [50].
When creating an environment, it is essential to consider color selections for those scene
grabbing moments. Jeremy Birn writes extensively about this subject in his book Lighting and
Rendering. When creating an object that will have a lot of screen time, it is important to provide a
level of contrast to make it more noticeable. This concept can be achieved through complementary
colors or ones opposite each other on the color wheel, such as green and red used in these textures.
Putting complementary colors next to each other provides the maximum amount of intensity, making
them more noticeable. Many animated shows use this concept for their main characters. Usually,
you will see a yellow skin character contrasted against a cooler colored background or article of
clothing. [8]
Warm and cool colors, shades, and tints, can also provide contextual meaning to a piece.
Warmer colors can imply danger, harm, or dominance, while cooler colors can be related to calm or
harmony. For a portion of these materials, I opted for green. Jeremy Birn points out that green is
a unique color. It can look natural when applied to flora but can be very off-putting or unnatural
in scenes where it is not expected, such as it is used here as a flesh tone. [8]
Jeremy Birn further explains that the overall color balance of the scene can provide further
contextual information. While this is usually implemented in the shader or lighting, it is important
to note this while creating the material. In this exercise, an overall cooler tonal value was used with
many of the structural elements such as metal paneling and corrugated metal textures, giving the
environment a foreboding appearance. [8]
The style an environment is rendered in also plays a role in the overall contextual meaning.
As mentioned in the chapter “The Golden Age of Adult Animation,” one of the major appeals to
adult animation is that the stylization allows the viewer to disconnect from topics that may be
sensitive or abrasive.
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Mandryk, Mould, and Li evaluated this phenomenon in their 2012 paper “Evaluation of
Emotional Response to Non-Photorealistic Images.” In this experiment, participants viewed a series
of photos in different styles, such as cartoons, blurred, painting, and realistic. They were then evalu-
ated on their emotional responses to these visualizations. The results showed that non-photorealistic
images had an overall lower emotional response than realistic images. In their conclusion, they made
reference to the fact that this was isolated to still-images, but opens the door for more research re-
garding computer games and film. [101]
The stylization of adult animation is just one of the major contributing factors that make
the genre work. That is not to say that realistic humours interactive media would not work, but
the formula for adult animation has already seen success in the marketed demographic. This being
stated, the following procedural textures will be created in the stylized aesthetic.
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8.2 Concept








8.4 Material: Alien Skin
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8.5 Material: Corrugated Metal
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This thesis summarizes the research done with the target goal of determining the validity of
development for off-color adult animated themed interactive content. The argument first establishes
the basis for off-color humor through historical references. As mentioned, off-color humor encom-
passes a breadth of comedic genres that deal with subjects such as sex, violence, race, gender, and
toilet humor. It has become the crux of many jokes, literary works, children’s books, and ultimately
adopted by adult animation as a method to create shock and awe.
Secondly, an evaluation of the adult animation’s target audience was done to determine
the marketability of interactive content to this group. This audience’s primary method to consume
media is via subscription on-demand services, which lack some methods for earning profits used by
traditional linear television networks. It is also determined that adult animation’s largest viewership
is the same target audience for video games. This creates the potential possibility for the development
and monetization of content in this area.
Once the research established the plausibility that a product is marketable, a deployment
method needs to be assessed. Since the primary source of delivery for adult animated content is
already streamed, research was done to see the viability of interactive content development using
similar hardware. Several of the larger conglomerates such as Google and Amazon that already
have streaming platforms are also developing interactive cloud-based hardware. Since these larger
corporations are also comprised of video game companies, it is argued that successful adult animated
intellectual property could be used to facilitate the creation of transmedia content with shared assets.
Once the above three points are clarified, the idea of off-color interactive content becomes
more tangible, but it still needs to be determined how humorous games have fared in the current
market. A historical evaluation of these games is analyzed. It is determined to have been a niche
market in the past, but the current advent of live streaming and the development of physics-based
comedic games has popularized the genre.
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Since many adult animated shows revolve around sci-themed subject matter, an examination
was done to determine this theme’s success in video games and media, as well as show evidence of
the popularity of stylization. The research shows that the public interest in the modern Space Race
spurred the creation of sci-fi content. Coupled with the popularity of stylization prompted by video
game players migration to mobile platforms, results in evidence that shows off-color, stylized, adult
animated, sci-fi themed, cloud-based, interactive content could be successful in the current market.
The research further explains production developments, specifically with material creation,
could support this genre’s success. With the recent move to fully procedural workflows, studios
can make a project flexible, modular, and scalable. Current developments in other parts of the
production pipeline also benefit this genre, such as real-time ray tracing, live-action animation, and
pre-rendered compression middleware. As a proof of concept, I explained the process for developing
textures for a hypothetical video game titled Probe. This resulted in the creation of a partial material
library, concept artwork, and environment design. Ultimately the research shows media production
companies are already moving to develop cloud-based interactivity. Combine this with the popularity
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